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Abstract: Educational Data Mining is a prediction technique which extracts information of students from educational institutes 
like schools, colleges, universities. The whole idea of focusing on educational sector is the one related to discover new reasons or 
factors involved which are affecting their education. In this research, we conducted feature selection to select high impact 
characteristic and use techniques of data mining:  Linear regression with the help of SPSS. Naïve Bayes, decision tree with the 
help of WEKA. This research is hold on 206 students by using 17 attributes in Madhav institute of technology and science, 
Gwalior. The result achieved with the help of the decision tree and naïve Bayes is able to predict the total number of students 
whose are outstanding, excellent, very-good, good, average, poor. The outcomes of feature selection method showed that 10th 
percentage and 12th Percentage were ranked top from all features and the result obtained by Naïve Bayes is better because it has 
a higher accuracy rate. The  
result also provides step to improve students’ performance who were predicted to poor. With the help of this prediction, we will 
identify the students whose are weak and help to gain better CGPA. 
Keywords: Educational Data Mining, Prediction, Decision Tree, Academic Performance, Data mining Application. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Data mining is a technique of finding essential information automatically from huge amount of data. Many techniques, rules, 
methods are used to extract specific pattern in data mining. There are many applications like Customer relationship, Medical, 
Education, Marketing, Engineering, etc. in which data mining has been applied widely. A lot of research using data mining in 
education is increasing and the technique implemented in this field can usually be known as educational data mining. The work 
presented here reflects the usage of educational data in different areas which is a variable approach to mine the datasets of any 
educational institution to discover interesting patterns and rule generation. Performance prediction is one of the major discussed 
topics studied in every educational institution. Prediction in the area of choosing the subjects of students’ interest can be better 
viewed through the associations of the data or process of finding inherent regularities. The variety of data or the attributes and 
algorithm can be used for the prediction models. It is beneficial to the prediction of students’ performance with high accuracy 
because it is helpful to identify the students who have achieved low grades at the early stage of academics. When we study 
marketing we generally focus on what the customer is going to buy according to what he wants and we recommend him according 
to it. Likewise, here in educational mining if a student performs good in particular field of subjects and bad in some other kind of 
subjects. So, we can make that student prepares for those subjects before his performance degrades. Therefore, Educational data 
mining provides an idea to study the dataset of multiple students under various conditions and influences which a student goes 
through. We can never predict any kind of person through, their present and past academic records including various activities and 
habits can imply what they are used to how they perform in various tests that can be labelled accordingly. Data mining techniques 
used in education sector provide us more customized education, reduce the expenses of education process for universities, improved 
system efficiency [5]. This supports us to increase academic achievements, increase the retention rate of student. Apparently, it 
raises the question of why we are focusing on mining the data in the educational field. The more we get in to any sector of education 
the more we get involved in it and hence research is the word for it. The whole idea of focusing on educational sector is the one 
related to discover new reasons or factors involved which is affecting their education. Well, everybody knows education is the most 
important to survive. Therefore, we are more concerned and more likely to research in the most required field. It also relevant as 
everyone in the carrier suffers from almost something that stops them to concentrate on their studies. The motivation factor behind 
this research is the students’ grade degradation problems which are result of multiple factors i.e. parents qualification, past academic 
records, self-study ability etc. As a result of that, their mentor or teacher can’t make valuable decisions for them. So, our research 
helps to find the flaws at an early stage. The main aim of this study is to identify students’ relations using multiple classification 
techniques like linear regression, naive bayes, decision tree based on the datasets of students to determine predictive models to 
calculate their performance. To  develop  a  set  of  rules  or   associations  that  can be  implemented  while  choosing   the subjects 
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in further semesters. These relations can be discovered through a set of predictive models inculcating the whole ideas that are to be 
implemented in the dataset. To analyse the data and present a higher accuracy model for performance prediction. The accuracy 
models or the data represented in further sections shows the past background, abilities and their habits. By predicting, the 
performance we can show the higher predictive models that can be used for higher predictions and formulations that can enhance 
their future performances. To formulate a hypothesis, to check the factors responsible for their performance issues, the regression 
model helps in plotting predictive graphs, that can help in switching from educational background to their abilities and habits by 
which, we check what is a eating more and which one is more responsible.  
This paper shows the comparison of different data mining technique which are decision tree, naïve bayes and linear regression to 
predict student performance. This paper has divided in to six sections. Second section shows the various literature review. Third 
section presented description about three data mining methods that are decision tree, naïve bayes, linear regression. Fourth section 
focuses on data collection and representation. Fifth section shows the implementation of different data mining technique and 
comparison of different classifier. Sixth section concludes the results.   

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The background of this research is totally based on educational data mining and its classification techniques. The research paper 
used here are generally, based on students’ performance prediction conducted in various institutes. They have used various 
classifications methods like LR (linear regression), naïve bayes, SVM (support vector machine), K-nn, decision tree, ANN (artificial 
neural networks), ARM (association rule mining) etc. Attributes are general things that have to be chosen variably to perform 
predictions. The research paper have used their academic career, psychometric factors, past and present background of career  
including assessments, course details, etc. the whole thing was carried out in various software like WEKA, Rapid Miner, SPSS etc. 
These are represented below: 
Pauziah Mohd Arsad,et al. [1], conducted a research on matriculation and diploma students to predict their academic performance at 
semester eight by using comparison between ANN (artificial neural network and LR (linear regression). Academic achievement of 
8th semester was measured in the form of CGPA. This research was conducted in Universiti Teknology MARA (UiTM), Malaysia. 
The first semester’s result of student was used as input predictor variable or independent variable instead of this the final semester’s 
result (8th sem.) was used as dependent variable or output. The coefficient of correlation R was used for measuring the performances 
of the models. The outcomes of ANN and LR show a strong correlation between the first semester CGPA with the final CGPA. It 
compared the residuals of the methods executed in SPSS that represented actual and predicted values on a graph. It also performed 
the comparison of the correlation coefficient for both values. Henceforth, it resulted in different cases for different prediction 
models. 
T.Devasia et al. [5], conducted a research by using 19 attributes on 700 undergraduate students in Amrita Vishwa Vidhyapeetham, 
Mysore using naïve bayes classifier. This proposed system makes use of naïve bayesian technique to extract useful information and 
this system was a web based application. The main motive behind this research is to increase the success graph of students by using 
system that maintains the course details, attendance details, subject details, marks details of all students. 
Amirah Mohamed Shahiri et al. [7], conducted a review to show an overview of prediction techniques of data mining on a large 
amount of data in Malaysia for predicting the students’ performance. This study focused on the way in which various algorithms can 
be implemented to find the most essential attributes in a dataset of student. The whole dataset compared the various data mining 
techniques. This study also suggested a table with attributes for common methods. These methods are used together to give 100% 
results. This study presents a scenario for neural network, naïve bayes, K-nn, decision tree and support vector machine. It showed 
the prediction accuracy which used the classification method grouped by prediction algorithm since 2002 to 2015. Neural network 
performed to be the best of all. The attributes included the students’ past and present background of academic career, psychometric 
factors, Internal and external assessments. 
Thi-oanh Tran et al. [8], conducted a research on students of information technology in Vietnam National University, Hanoi based 
on multiple strategies used in a recommender system based approach using regression. They implemented on contributing the 
certain steps in building a dataset of students consisting of their academic background and investigating on the methods to enhance 
the performance of student, designing course related skill that was used in regression based models and proposed a hybrid method to 
give the best result by combining the best outputs. It used linear regression, ANN, decision tree and support vector machine. The 
results of this experiment have proved that unlike the students’ performance prediction in E-learning system, the performance of 
regression based approach is good in comparison of the recommender system-based approach. To integrate the proposed features is 
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also helpful for enhancing the performance of regression-based system. Finally, we can say that this proposed hybrid method got the 
excellent RMSE score of 1.871 for targeted elective courses and 1.668 for hybrid approach. 
Surjeet Kumar Yadav et al. [10], conducted a research on engineering students using multiple decision tree algorithms which 
resulted in comparative analysis of prediction algorithm to show the better results in their upcoming semester. The multiple decision 
tree algorithms like CART, C4.5 and ID3 are applied for predicting the performance of student in the end semester or final exam. 
Their objective clearly stated that the steps included the generation of dataset with predictive variables, identification of the students 
learning behaviour, construction of predictive model using classification and lastly, validation of the model with universities which 
can be applied to all the institutions. The outcomes of decision tree found the probability of total students to fail and pass (promoted 
to next year). The result provides the way to enhance the students’ performance, that were predicted to promoted or fail. The 
outcomes prove that C4.5 likely, proved to be the best with 67% correctly classified instances compared to CART and ID3.   
On the basis of this review, we can conclude that mostly paper discussed here presented the different data mining technique in order 
to improve the student’s performance prediction. The main aim of all papers is to predict that how many students get success or 
failure. For this, researcher collected the previous academic record, social factors of student. The advantage of educational data 
mining is that student can identify if they are at risk point or not. This is also beneficial for universities in order to provide the extra 
tutorial to weak students. Different papers used different technique to perform classification and prediction. The accuracy of 
different classifier are compared. The algorithm which has achieved high accuracy are selected to perform prediction. Some 
researchers performed prediction at first semester while some researchers performed at middle semester and end semester. So, the 
difference is only in duration. All papers used GPA as a main attribute to perform prediction.  

III. METHODOLOGY 
Before going in to the depth of this study, we will talk about the crucial factors to predict performance of student. There are two 
important factors which are generally taken to predict the performance of student. First one is attributes and other is methods. Table 
1 in section (iv) represents the list of common attributes used to predict students’ performance. The first step will pay attention to 
essential features to predict students’ performance. The second step will pay attention to the methods of prediction which are 
implemented to perform prediction. 

A. The Important Attributes To Perform Prediction 
With the help of systematic literature review, the attributes have great effect can be identify. Mostly papers used the CGPA as most 
influencing attribute for predicting the performance of student. The reason for choosing the CGPA as main attributes is that the 
CGPA has a real value to upcoming profession. CGPA can be recognized as a sign of academic achievement. The attributes used 
mostly are demographic and external assessments of student. Students’ demographic contains age, family background, gender and 
disability [13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 23, 24, 25] while the external assessments contains the marks obtained for a particular subject in final 
exam [11, 12, 15, 16, 18, 21, 22]. Mostly researchers used students demographic like gender because female and male students have 
different way of learning habit. In this study, it is found that mostly female students have different behaviours and positive attitude 
towards learning than male students [26]. Almost female students are dutiful and sincere in this study, always concentrate on study, 
self-directed etc. An effective leaning strategy used by female students during study, they have management, self-persuasion and 
practice which were applied by all female students, effectively [27]. Hence, this is proved that gender is the most significant 
attribute to influence students’ performance. There are three attributes that make use to predict students’ performance by many 
researchers. First one is high school background [21, 22], second is extra-curricular activities [13, 14, 15, 18, 28] and third is social 
interaction network [20, 23, 29]. There are five studies which used each one of these attributes from thirty papers. In another study, 
psychometric factor is used for predicting the students’ performance by mostly researchers [28, 30, 31, 32]. The psychometric factor 
is known as engage time of student, studying behaviours and parental support. These attributes are taken to design a system such 
that it is convenient, very simple, manageable and user friendly. 

B. Methods to Perform Prediction  
Predictive modelling is applied to perform predictions of students’ performance in educational data mining. There are several tasks 
to build the predictive modelling like classification, regression. Classification is a prevalent task for predicting the students’ 
performance. There are many prediction algorithms under classification like naïve bayes, support vector machine (SVM), artificial 
neural network (ANN), decision tree, K-nearest neighbour (K-nn) which are applied to perform prediction of students’ performance. 
Decision tree, linear regression, naïve bayes are applied to perform prediction in this research. 
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1)  Decision Tree: Decision tree is a compatible classification technique which performed classification and prediction among 
researchers. The tree structured follows the structure of branch node and leaf nodes, attached to it. It generates a top-down tree 
like a structure by using attributes of dataset. The node, which represent the leaf is the class label chosen by decision tree. This 
tree contains a root node, internal node and leaf (terminal) node. 

a) Root node: Root node is 1st node, which have no incoming edge and have more than one outgoing edge. Root node is chosen by 
calculating information gain. After calculating information gain, the attribute which has achieved the greatest information gain 
is designated as root node. It is represented by oval. Example: In students’ dataset of educational data mining, the attribute 12th 
percentage has greatest information gain among attributes. So, it is represented in the form of root node. 

b) Internal node: This is present in the middle which have an incoming edge and have more than one outgoing edges. 
c) Leaf node: This is the last node which is found at last part of tree. It represents the predicted class of dataset.  
Testing is perform to check whether all the possible outcome instances belong to same class or different class. If all instances belong 
to the same class then node represents by using same name of class otherwise if all the instances belong to same class, the node is 
represented with single class name, otherwise splitting attribute  is chosen for classifying  the instances.[34] The classification 
algorithm for decision tree looks like: 

i) Step 1: Node N is created by calculating information gain.  
ii) Step 2: The condition when all tuples of partition belong to same class then node N is returning as leaf node and represent the 

class  label. 
iii) Step 3: The condition when there is no attribute present then node N is returning in the form of leaf node by using the label 

highest common class. 
iv) Step 4: Find splitting attribute with the help of this partitions achieved at every branch are as clear as possible. 
v) Step 5: Label node N by using splitting criterion that works as test at that node. 

vi) Step 6: If discrete value is achieved by using splitting attribute then remove this attribute from the set of attributes. 
vii) Step 7: Consider Ci be the partition created on the basis of outcome of ith outcome by using splitting criterion. 

viii) Step 8: Attach a leaf to node N with majority class in partition if Ci is void. 
ix) Step 9: Otherwise implement the complete procedure on each partition recursively. 
x) Step 10: Return N. 

2) Naive Bayes: Naive bayes is the most relied and used technique that follows the trend of predictions with probabilities intact. 
Bayes theorem gives independent assumptions that can prove some kind of information from huge datasets. Naive bayes can 
outperform all the sophisticated methods of classification despite its simplicity. In this research work, naive bayes is performed 
using WEKA that is well known software given by University of Waikato, New Zealand. This classifier is built on the basis of 
bayes theorem. This model is very convenient to build. There is no involvement of complex iterative parameter estimation in 
this model that makes it beneficial to huge amount of datasets specially. Naive bayes solves the probabilistic model for each 
dataset having multiple issues, that gives almost 100% correctly classified instances. Bayes theorem gives a method to calculate 
the posterior probability, P(a|z) from P(a), P(z) and P(z|a).  

 
                                                                    Figure 1: Formula for calculating posterior probability 
 
P(a|z): Posterior probability of target class 
P(a):  Prior probability of class. 
P(z|a): Likelihood that can be known as probability of predictor given class. 
P(z):  Predictor’s prior probability. 
Naive bayes models can be learned using two types of probabilities: 
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a) Class probability: The probability for each class in a dataset used for training. The class probability is the frequency of 
instances which belong to each class divided by the total number of instances. When we discuss about binary classification then 
the probability of an instance which belong to class 1 would be find as: 

푃(푐푙푎푠푠 = 1) = 푐표푢푛푡(푐푙푎푠푠 = 1)/(푐표푢푛푡(푐푙푎푠푠 = 0) + 푐표푢푛푡(푐푙푎푠푠 = 1)) 
The results for a binary classification problem would be 0.5 where you have equal no. of instances. If the class values are pass and 
fail then the class probability for each class value can be evaluated as:   

푃(푐푙푎푠푠 = 푝푎푠푠) = 푐표푢푛푡(푐푙푎푠푠 = 푝푎푠푠)/(푐표푢푛푡(푐푙푎푠푠 = 푝푎푠푠) + 푐표푢푛푡(푐푙푎푠푠 = 푓푎푖푙)) 
푃(푐푙푎푠푠 = 푓푎푖푙) = 푐표푢푛푡(푐푙푎푠푠 = 푓푎푖푙)/(푐표푢푛푡(푐푙푎푠푠 = 푝푎푠푠) + 푐표푢푛푡(푐푙푎푠푠 = 푓푎푖푙)) 

b) Conditional probability:  The probability for each input given in an attribute with the class specified in a dataset. The 
conditional probability is the frequency of each attribute value for a given class value divided by the frequency of instances 
with that class value. For example, if the attributes mother’s qualification have values graduation and post-graduation and the 
class values are pass and fail then the conditional probability of each qualification value for each class value would be find as:  

P(mother’s qualification = graduation |class = pass) = count(instances with mother’s qualification = graduation and class = 
pass)/count(instances with class = pass) 
P(mother’s qualification = graduation |class = fail) = count(instances with mother’s qualification = graduation and class = 
fail)/count(instances with class = fail) 
P(mother’s qualification = post-graduation |class = pass) = count(instances with mother’s qualification = post- graduation and class 
= pass)/count(instances with class = pass) 
P(mother’s qualification = post-graduation |class = pass) = count(instances with mother’s qualification = post-graduation and class = 
pass)/count(instances with Class = Pass) 

3) Linear regression and SPSS: Linear regression is used when we have to check the effect of one or more independent variables 
(10th percentage, 12th percentage, etc.) on a dependent variable (final CGPA). Another name for dependent variable is outcome 
variable. Another name for independent variable is predictor variable. Hence, linear regression is used for forecasting or 
predicting the future values and determine the strength of predictor. It is an easy technique to perform prediction for large 
amount of dataset. Possible relationship between two variables can be identify on the basis of scatter plot. We can implement 
the linear regression by using statistical package for social sciences (SPSS). Now, SPSS is famous as statistical product and 
service solutions. The SPSS was proclaimed in 1968. This tool is used to analyse statistical data by business researcher, govt. 
officer, survey companies, physician and educational institutional researcher various organizations. Data documentation and 
data management are features of this tool. This software is statistics base. So, it includes descriptive statistics, ANOVA, Means, 
Correlation and perform prediction to numerical outcome. The linear regression performs with the help of SPSS generate 
following output: 

a) Model Summary: The model summary contains R value is known as correlation coefficient value which show the degree of 
connectedness and the simple correlation between actual and predicted values. Ranges of R value is from +1 to -1. If the value 
of this correlation coefficient is 0 then there is no relationship exist between predicted and actual value and if this R value is 
closer to +1 then it is the indication of stronger relationship. 

b) Coefficient table: This provides essential information to predict CGPA from (10th and 12th percentage) and abilities. It also 
determine whether percentage and abilities contribute statistically significant to model. Regression equation can be found as:  

R= P1Q1 + P2 Q2 + C 
R= Dependent variable 
Q1= First independent variable 
Q2= Second independent variable 
P1, P2= Unstandardized coefficient 
C= Constant 
Regression equation for predicted CGPA by using 10th and 12th percentage as independent variable can be represented as: 
CGPA = P1 (10th Percentage) + P2 (12th Percentage) + C 
As, linear regression predicts the dependent variable which is the CGPA for the current semester they are on. So, the independent 
variable is divided in two categories: Past academic records and their abilities, Firstly, using ANOVA with relating correlation 
coefficient R, the value of CGPA is predicted. Then the actual and predicted values are plotted in a graph. Also, the scatter plot of 
the expected and observed residuals are also shown in following sections.                                                                         
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IV. DATA COLLECTION AND REPRESENTATION  
This section focus on data collection and representation: 

A. Data collection 
The dataset of pre-final year and final year students was collected by using google forms and the attributes along with the dataset 
and the possible values are further shared in the report. Table 1 gives the attributes discrepancy with the possible values initialized 
with a specific range given to it. It includes the personal details, secondary and higher secondary details with CGPA and including 
their daily activities by which we can possibly predict their future performance. The hobbies and the programming skills vary 
personally. So, it can’t be specified but we can classify and build it as parameter so as to predict the analysed behaviour of a 
particular student. A total of 206 students participated on this whole survey. 113 students of pre-final year and 93 students of final 
year, internal assessment and cumulative grade point average (CGPA) are used in dataset by most of researchers. The following 
table refers to type and the attributes that are selected for the research. 
 

TABLE1 
Attribute description and possible values 

 

B. Pre-Processing (Attribute selection method) 
WEKA uses attribute selection method by which all the unnecessary non-relatable attributes can be reduced with higher accuracy. 
Initially, 20 attributes were included that reduced to 17, after transformations that included the 10th Percentage and 12th Percentage. 
The WEKA classifiers would classify the students in to 5 categories based on their present and past records: excellent (9.0-10), 
very-Good (8.0-8.9), good (7.0-7.9), average(6.0-6.9), poor(less than 6) on the basis of info-gain attribute evaluation using ranker 
search method. When the attributes were selected using that it showed that the whole attributes were used. The training set was first 
used to check the accuracy and then testing with specified test set provided the results. Firstly, we perform attribute selection 
method which searches the best subset of attributes automatically from our dataset. The attribute selection method is separated in to 
two parts: 
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1) Attribute evaluator: The attribute subsets are assessed by this method. In this,”InfoGainAttributeEval” is used. It finds the 
importance of an attribute by calculating the information gain in relation to class. The information gain is also known as 
entropy (degree of impurity) which can be calculated as: 퐼푛푓표푔푎푖푛(푐푙푎푠푠,푎푡푡푟푖푏푢푡푒) = 퐻(푐푙푎푠푠) −퐻(푐푙푎푠푠/푎푡푡푟푖푏푢푡푒) 

2) Search method: The space of possible subset is searched by this method. In this “Ranker search method” is used. Figure 2 
represents the rank of every attribute. The rank of every attribute lies between 0 and 1. If the value is 0 then attribute contribute 
not any information and if the value is 1 that means attribute contribute maximum information. The attributes which contribute 
maximum information gain value are selected while the attributes have minimum information gain value can be removed from 
the attribute list. After performing the attribute selection on our data, we can achieve the following benefits: 

a) Training time: In this, we use ranker search method as attribute selection method. So, the attribute which get low rank or 0 rank 
can be remove. Hence, algorithms used for prediction train faster. 

b) Improve accuracy: Attribute selection method removes the misleading data which improves the modelling accuracy. 
c) Reduces overfitting: It reduces the redundant data. So, there is no chance to make decision based on noise. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                  

Figure 2: Student dataset 

C. Data Representation 
The following images would display the no of data imposed for every attribute. 
1) There are 109 male and 97 female, when the pre-final year and final year students pursue in graphical chart. Number of male is 

more than female. 

 
Figure 3: Gender 

2) The father’s and mother’s qualification are represented as follow: The father’s qualification of student is: Doctrate: 6, Post-
Graduation: 53, Graduation: 91,Schooling: 39, Others: 17 and the Mother’s qualification of student is: Doctrate: 3, Post-
Graduation: 28, Graduation: 64, Schooling: 70, Others: 41 
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Figure 4: Father’s qualification                                 Figure 5: Mother’s qualification 

3) The dataset represents their past academic performances with their present CGPA evaluating their performances with their 
aggregate scores along with their grade points. The students are divided into 7 categories based on their present and past 
records: outstanding (10), excellent (9.0-9.9), very-good (8.0-8.9), good (7.0-7.9), average (6.0-6.9), below average (5.0-5.9), 
poor (Less than 5). Based on their secondary education, the dataset is divided in: outstanding (19), excellent (48), very-good 
(72), good (45), average (12), below average (8), poor (2). Based on their higher secondary education, the dataset is divided in: 
outstanding (2), excellent (35), very-good (85), good (48), average (27), below average (6), poor (3).          

 
Figure 6: 10th percentage                               Figure 7: 12th percentage 

4) The current CGPA of students is divided in to 5 categories: excellent (9.0-10), very-good (8.0-8.9), good (7.0-7.9), average 
(6.0-6.9), poor (less than 6). Based on their CGPA, the dataset is divided in: excellent (2), very-good (33), good (85), average 
(64), poor (22). 

 
Figure 8: CGPA 

5) There are three question asked to mention them in hours to focus on their daily work routine. Those are as follows: Hours spend 
by students on studies in a day? Hours spend by students on social media in a day? Hours spend by students on sleeping in a 
day? The result specify that most of the students spent (1-4)hours on studying and (4-8)hours on social media per day. Hence, 
the students are quite more addictive to social network. 

 
Figure 9: Spend time on studies, social media, sleeping 
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6) The histogram here represents their abilities which is given to them to rate themselves in order of 1-5.There are five things to 
rate: self-study ability, programming knowledge, group working ability, writing speed, English fluency. The students are quite 
sure about their english fluency while most of the students have good programming knowledge. 

 
Figure 10: Student’s abilities 

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
A. Data Classification By Using Naïve Bayes And Decision Tree 
The WEKA results are found by using two classification methods i.e. decision tree (J48) and naïve bayes. Firstly, the whole was 
pre-processed after various transformations, the final dataset was already discussed. The data was firstly trained and the naïve bayes 
classifier and J48 were implemented on trained the data set, which gave following results. 

 
Figure 11: Decision tree apply on training set                                Figure 12: Naïve Bayes apply on training set                     

TABLE2 
Results obtained on using training set 

                        Methods                Results 

     J48 Decision Tree Algorithm                  66.99% 

      Naïve Bayes Algorithm                  68.44% 

                                   
After training the dataset, testing classifier is very important as that deliberately, showed how efficiently, classifier worked on the 
dataset. So, user specified test set to check on the training set. While experimenting, the whole datasets were eventually, to its 25% 
to a new dataset called as test set. The outcomes are as follow: 
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Figure 13: Decision tree apply on testing Set                         Figure 14: Naïve Bayes apply on testing Set 

                                                       
TABLE3 

Results obtained on using 25% data as testing set 
                Methods              Results Total No. of instances 
J48 Decision Tree Algorithm              41.17%         51 
Naïve Bayes Algorithm              49.01%         51 

     
Now, we apply the full testing set and compare the result of actual and predicted CGPA. The outcome of decision tree after applying 
full testing set are as follow: 

 
Figure 15: Decision tree after using test set 

 
Figure 16: Compare the actual and predicted CGPA after                        Figure 17: Compare the actual and predicted CGPA after 

applying J48 decision tree Algorithm                                                                           applying naïve bayes  Algorithm. 

Now, we calculate the efficiency for naïve bayes and decision tree classifier. The efficiency for both classifier can be calculated as: 
Efficiency = {100-[(Actual CGPA-Predicted CGPA)/Actual CGPA]*100} 
With the help of above formula, we can calculate the efficiency for every grade. The overall efficiency of predicted CGPA is 
calculated by finding the simple average of all efficiency. 
Overall efficiency = Sum of efficiency of all grades/ No. of grades 
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1) Overall efficiency for decision tree: Overall efficiency, E1 = (100+51.51+54.12+85.94+36.36)/5 
       = 65.58% 

Hence, overall efficiency of predicted CGPA by using J48 decision tree algorithm is 65.58% 
2) Overall efficiency for naïve bayes classifier: Overall efficiency, E2 = (50+100+89.41+98.44+68.18)/5 

       = 81.21% 
Hence, overall efficiency of predicted CGPA by using naïve bayes algorithm   is 81.21%. 
Graphs given in Figure 18 and Figure 19 represent the efficiency of predicted CGPA by using J48 decision tree algorithm and naïve 
bayes algorithm: 

               
Figure 18: Efficiency of predicted CGPA                                     Figure 19: Efficiency of predicted CGPA 

TABLE4 
Results obtained on using testing set 

                   Methods                 Results 
        J48 Decision Tree Algorithm                   65.58% 
         Naïve Bayes Algorithm                   81.21% 

                                                         
Table 4 represents the result obtained for decision tree and naive bayes in WEKA after using test set. The accuracy achieved by 
naïve bayes is more than J48 decision tree. Hence, naïve bayes showed the best result for the dataset. 
 
B. Linear Regression Using SPSS  
Lately, linear regression was applied on the dataset using SPSS (statistical package for social sciences). 

 
Figure 20: Dataset: SPSS 
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1) Linear regression using SPSS -Past Records: The results for linear regression performed in SPSS are as follow: The figures 
here represent the past records as independent variable i.e. 10th and 12th percentage and the dependent variable as CGPA of 
current semester. 

 

                                           
Figure 21: Past academic record 

Hence, the correlation coefficient is R=.571 with mean square residual 0.476. With the help of table represented in Figure 21, we 
can calculate the predicted CGPA and find the regression equation is as follow:  
Regression equation: CGPA = 3.369 + (0.017*10th percentage) + (0.031*12th percentage) 
Figure 22 and Figure 23 represent the graph plot for actual and predicted CGPA for current semester using independent variable as 
their 10th and 12th percentage. The scatter plot represents the expected and observed residual plot. 

                     
Figure 22: Graph between actual and predicted CGPA                     Figure 23: Scatter plot expected and observed residual 

2) Linear Regression using SPSS: Abilities: Linear regression as stated follow the dependent variable as CGPA in this case with 
independent variable as Self study ability, Group working ability, Programming Knowledge, English Fluency. 

                         
                                  

 
Figure 24: Students’ abilities 
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Hence, the correlation coefficient is R = 0.252 with mean square residual 0.672. With the help of table represented in Figure 24, we 
can calculate the predicted CGPA and find the regression equation is as follow: 
Regression equation: CGPA=7.858 + [(-0.083)*(self study ability)] + [(-0.027)*(Programming knowledge)] + [(0.096)*(Group 
working ability)] + [(-0.019)*(writing speed)] + [(-0.189) * (English Fluency)] 
Figure 25 and Figure 26 represent the graph plot for actual and predicted CGPA for current semester using independent variable as 
self study ability, group working ability, programming knowledge, english fluency. The scatter plot represents the expected and 
observed residual plot. 

                 
Figure 25: Graph between actual and predicted CGPA          Figure 26: Scatter plot expected and observed residual 

TABLE5 Comparison of coefficient of correlation 
            R-value      Residual 
Past academic record            0.571       0.476 
    Abilities            0.252       0.672 

As we know that R ranges lies between +1 to -1. When R-value is close to +1 then it shows a strong relation between variables. 
Reading from Table 5, R-value = 0.571, we can say that relationship exists between the values of past academic record and CGPA is 
moderate strong. It indicates that student with lower past academic record have lower CGPA and vice versa. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
After implementing the prediction algorithms on WEKA and SPSS for linear regression for the models and the graphs plotted and 
discussed before. It implies that the students’ performance prediction has been carried out successfully and results state that naïve 
bayes and decision tree gave the best result for the proposed research work. Therefore, the multiple classification algorithms and 
techniques implemented on datasets results in predictive models that can be applied on students with lower grades to enhance their 
performance. Weka worked wonderfully on both classifiers to achieve 80% results. The platform and datasets may vary 
accordingly, along with results. The study and analysis provided details of the possible factors which impacts on performance of the 
students and the particular attributes which is considered to be the most dependent criteria on the basis of their personal and social 
datasets with their psychological interventions included. The specified test sets, intervened and gave 81.21% results in working with 
naïve bayes classifier on student dataset. J48 was no bad, it results 65.58% on dataset. The SPSS regression models that appears for 
the past record marked as highest correlation coefficient R = 0.571 with mean square residual 0.476. Hence, linear regression didn’t 
perform that well but clearly the dataset can be modified according to give its best result for the regression models. 
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